Quick
Quiz

Baseball Fantasy
What happens when two stat geeks get to run a real pro team?
Ben Lindbergh and
Sam Miller have
lived every armchair manager
and fantasy team owner’s
dream: becoming the GMs of a
real-life pro baseball team.
But Lindbergh and Miller
weren’t exactly beer-swilling
bleacher bums when they were
offered the chance to run the
independent league Sonoma
Stompers last season. Miller is
the editor in chief of Baseball
Prospectus, a widely influential
website dedicated to sabermetrics (the advanced statistical
analysis of baseball); Lindbergh
formerly held the same post
and is now a staff writer at
ESPN’s stats-oriented website,
FiveThirtyEight. Their mission,
as they recount in the book
The Only Rule Is It Has to Work,
out this month from Henry
Holt, was to try out sabermetric tactics that old-school
sports

managers often refuse to
employ: extreme defensive
shifts, five-man infields, and
unconventional batting orders
and pitching rotations.
“For years, we had been sitting behind our keyboards and
computer screens producing
these theoretical studies and
passing judgment on the moves
that teams made from afar,”
Lindbergh says. “If we were
wrong about something,
nothing really happened—
except maybe some people on
Twitter would gloat. But now
we were going to a real team.”
There were some hiccups
along the way—including a
fired manager and a prolonged
second-half slump after several
of the team’s best players
received offers from a higherlevel league—but the rookie GMs
were able to put many of their
ideas into practice. They signed

players who had good college
stats but hadn’t been given a
shot because of poor scouting
profiles; they used defensive
shifts, including a two-man
outfield, against a much larger
group of hitters than normal;
and they employed their best
relief pitcher, Sean Conroy, in
a variety of situations, when
orthodoxy would have him only
pitch the ninth inning when
his team had a lead. (Conroy,
coincidentally, turned out to be
the first openly gay active pro
baseball player.) For the most
part, these tactics worked—the
Stompers made their league
championship game for the first
time—and Lindbergh believes
we’ll see their innovations take
hold soon in the Major Leagues.
“The last half-decade has
shown us that teams are more
willing to think flexibly than
they have in the past,” he says.
“Being a third baseman doesn’t
mean you have to stand at
third base, and I think we’ll see
teams get more adventurous
with that.” —justin goldman (MAY 3)
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Answer from page 26:
In 1948, Ferruccio
Lamborghini founded
Lamborghini Trattori to
produce tractors.
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